
*Finish the quote “saving us on…” and what poem does it come from? 
“The great white canvas” from don’t want me to talk 
 
True or false, Neoptolemus is one of Priam’s sons 
No, he is Achilles’ son 
 
What did Somax offer Priam on their journey and what does it symbolise?  
Griddle Cakes and the simple things in life 
 
Did the Queen arrive at her destination when she went for a drive? What does 
this scene symbolise? 
No, she did not. This scene symbolised her lack of control over the situation at the 
river crossing. 
 
What does juxtaposition mean?  
The fact of two things being seen or placed close together with a contrasting effect. 
 
Does Priam see himself as a nurturing, involved father, explain? 
No, his relationship with his children is one of ceremonial notions. 
 
What are the three themes in FCOCT? 
Colonisation/dispossession, identity, appreciation and understanding of the land 
 
How many prime ministers have there been before Tony Blair during the 
Queen’s reign and who was the first? 
9 Prime ministers before him and Winston Churchill 
 
What did the stag in The Queen represent? 
The stag represented the Queen being figuratively hunted by the press. 
 
What does ITACT stand for and where should it be used when writing an article 
analysis essay? 
I - Issue 
T - Text details  
A - Audience  
C - Contention  
T - Tone  
In the introduction 
 
Finish the quote “The king brown does not die…”, and name which poem it 
comes from. 
“…from its own poison” from Undermining 
 
What does Somax teach Priam to appreciate on their journey to Achilles? 
To enjoy the simple and smaller things in life. 
 
 
“Your culture will hold you” is the 7th stanza of which poem from FCOCT? 
Culture bath 
 
Who acts as an intermediary between the Queen and Tony Blair? 
Robin Janvrin 
 
“What has she done now?” What has who done now? What have they done? 
Diana and she involved in a car accident  
 



What do Priam’s children refer to him as? 
“My lord” 
 
What does Beauty, the mule that pulls Somax’s cart, symbolise? 
The pleasures of the incidental and ordinary.  
 
What does Achilles' name mean? 
Pain 
 
*What does Cherie Blair’s inability to curtsy represent? 
That she and Tony do not have traditional values and favour a progressive ideology  
 
The quote “Like a pimple in the wildflowers” from Papertalk-Green in the 4th 
poem of ‘Hawes-God's Intruder’ refers to what? 
The colonial townships that emerged in the Australian wilderness 
 
What do the griddle cakes in Ransom symbolise? 
Priam stepping down to the perspective of a common person, The griddle cakes are 
a ‘poor person’ meal that Priam is not used to 
 
Who in ransom says the quote “death is our nature”? 
Achilles 
 
What were the different views on colonists from John Kinsella and Charmine 
Papertalk Green?  
Papertalk Green had seen colonists as destroyers as her own land and history was 
constantly being destroyed and changing due to their view on how the land should 
be. Papertalk Green experienced it first hand, whereas Kinsella had seen it and 
experienced it through the eyes of Papertalk Green, growing up knowing he wasn’t 
able to do anything until he was older and could voice what he believed.   
 
How were John Kinsella and Charmine Papertalk Green lives and experiences 
different?  
Papertalk Green experienced colonialism first hand growing up as everything she 
knew was torn away from her, and Kinsella experiencing the effect of the 
colonisation.  
 
What did the Queen need to overcome in order to make the statement? And 
how did this affect her?  
Past tradition of the royal family, and the “right” ways of dealing with the death of the 
royal family. She had gone through a personal journey between what was the right 
thing to do and what was wrong.   
 
What kind of personal journey did Priam go through?  
One of self-realisation, where he reflected on his position as king and how it is not as 
secure as he thought. 
 
Where are a large proportion of the poems in False Claims Of Colonial Thieves 
written about? 
Geraldton, Western Australia. 
 
*In the poem ‘Undermining’ what was implied by:  
     “The king brown does not die from its own poison - within its body, inert.” 
 



The king brown snake is a metaphor for uranium that is safe when left in the ground, 
and the white leaders/politicians not being held to account for the consequences of 
their actions, for example; killing/desecrating significant sacred sites searching for it.  
 
Finish this line: “Filling the holes within the country of “____” 
Propaganda  
 
What is Achilles thinking about at the edge of the shore? 
As Achilles stands at the edge of the shore, he thinks about his mother and son who 
he has not seen since leaving for the war. 
 
 
 
 
	
	
	
 
 
	


